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Teri A.Ard, Ph.D., is the environmental health
and safety manager at Wheelabrator Shasta.

Wheelabrator Shasta has been

producing electricity for 20 years
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Panoramic view of the Wheelabrator Shasta plant.

BY PAUL HALLORAN

Dave Duvall, water treatment specialist at
Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co., watched the plant
literally rise from the ground up � and he has been here
ever since.

Duvall was hired in the fall of 1987 when the plant was
under construction. He said he was one of several original
employees who brought with them extensive experience
working with boilers and turbines.

�Just about everybody who was hired at the start had
that type of experience,� Duvall said. �It made it easy at

BY PAUL HALLORAN

The distance from
Port Orchard, Wash., to
Anderson, Calif., is less
than 600 miles, but Teri
Ard has traveled the
world to get here. And
she�s happy she did.

Ard�s professional
journey took her from
her native Washington
to North Carolina to
Georgia during an 18-
year stint at Weyerhaeuser Co, one of the
world�s largest forest products
companies. She worked as an

environmental health
and safety (EHS)
manager, the same
position in which she
has served at
Wheelabrator Shasta
since Dec. 1, 2008.

Ard�s job entails
environmental
compliance as well as
maintaining the safety,
health and wellness of
the plant�s 50
employees, as well as

the surrounding community. �I�m really
a liaison between the plant and the

See AARRDD Page 6

EHS manager serves employees and the community

If you have any
questions or 

concerns about
Wheelabrator
Shasta, please 

contact Teri Ard 
at tard@wm.com
or 530-339-7614.
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Rod Mortensen worked for Wheelabrator Shasta for 14 years before becoming plant general manager.

Rod Mortensen

Welcome to the inaugural
edition of Wheelabrator
Shasta News. 

As part of our commitment to the
community, we have begun publishing
this newspaper to keep you informed
of who we are and what we do here at
Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co. 

In this edition, you will read about
the history of our facility, which has
been generating clean, renewable
energy for more than 20 years, while
maintaining the highest possible
safety standards, as recognized by our
designation from Cal/OSHA as a
Voluntary Protection Program (VPP)
Star site. 

You will meet a few of our
employees who keep the plant
running efficiently while being
committed to ensuring a safe
environment for those who work here
and visit. You will also read about
steps we have taken to improve our
operation, and specific measures we
have enacted as a result of two fires
that occurred in the wood fuel yard
last year. 

My goal, and the goal of

Wheelabrator, is to be a good
neighbor to the people who live and
work in Shasta County. If you have
any questions or concerns, I
encourage you to contact Teri Ard,
our environmental health and safety
manager, and she will be happy to

address them (see page 1).
Thank you for your interest in

Wheelabrator Shasta.

Rod Mortensen is general manager at
Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co.

Committed to our community

BY PAUL HALLORAN

While he has been at
Wheelabratror Shasta Energy Co.
for 15 years, Rod Mortensen is a
relative newcomer to his current
position of general manager. So
far, so good.

Mortensen was promoted last
August after working 10 years as
a regional controller for
Wheelabrator Shasta. He also
served as the plant�s controller
from 1994-98.

�My background is the business
side of the operation. Fortunately,
this plant runs well and there are
many experienced people here,�
he said, pointing to veteran
Operations Manager Bryan Booth
as a key member of the
management team.

A native of Blue Lake, Calif.,
Mortensen graduated from
Humboldt State University in
Arcata. He worked for Louisiana-
Pacific Corporation running
several saw mills. Prior to joining
Wheelabrator, Mortensen worked

as a regional controller for
Roseburg Forest Products, based
across the street from
Wheelabrator Shasta.

�There was an opening here in
1994 and I got it,� he said.
�We�ve been fortunate there
hasn�t been a lot of turnover at the
plant. Bryan has been here 11
years and most of the shift
supervisors have been around a
long time.�

When he�s not at the plant,
Mortensen loves watching
baseball, both on TV and in
person. He occasionally travels to
Sacramento to see the Oakland
Athletics� Triple-A affiliate, the
River Cats, play, and a few times
a year he makes the trek to
Oakland to watch the major-
league club.

�My younger daughter
graduated from (University of
California) Berkeley, and she likes
to go to the games,� said
Mortensen, who lives in Red Bluff
with his wife, Vicki. They have
two daughters, Brina and Hayley.

Managing well after 15 years

Exterior view of the Shasta plant.

Mortensen leads veteran 
team at Shasta plant
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BY PAUL HALLORAN

At Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co., safety is more than a
word or even a philosophy � it is part of the culture, reflected
in everything done and everyone who works at or visits the
plant.

Wheelabrator Shasta was recognized for its ongoing
commitment to safety when it earned the Voluntary
Protection Program (VPP) Star rating from the
California Division of Occupational Safety and
Health (Cal/OSHA) in 2007. 

According to the California Department of
Industrial Relations, the California VPP
Star program is a labor-management-
government cooperative program
designed to recognize workplaces
managing outstanding health and
safety management systems for
protection of workers, and go beyond minimal compliance
with the Cal/OSHA regulations. The sites with Cal/VPP
culture have knowledgeable employees and management who
work together in partnership with Cal/OSHA to systematically

identify and correct hazards. The program requires
continuous improvement of health and safety
program at the site.

At Wheelabrator Shasta, the process of
applying for VPP started in 2005 and was

overseen by the plant�s Safety
Committee, with

participation

from all employees.
�We had a pretty good safety record to start with,� said

Operations Manager Bryan Booth said. �The challenge was
getting everyone to buy in and realize our purpose was to
create a safer work environment for everyone, every day.
People bought in over time. Was it challenging? Yes.

Difficult? No.�
Booth said enhancing the safety culture at the plant
amounted to addressing �a lot of little things.� For

example, every morning there is a meeting in the
control room with the plant operations and

maintenance staff, at which any concerns over
safety can be brought forward. The meeting also

serves to keep everyone informed of what
projects the various departments might be
working on.

All 21 of Wheelabrator�s energy-
producing plants nationwide have earned the

VPP Star rating from the U.S. Dept. of Labor�s Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The honor is
shared by less than 0.02 percent of the nation�s worksites
regulated by OSHA. Companies in the program achieve
average injury rates 50 percent lower than other companies in
their industry. 

While Wheelabrator Shasta�s VPP Star designation is good
for three years, the commitment to safety is an ongoing
process. 

�We are constantly looking to improve safety,� said Teri A.
Ard, Ph.D., environmental health and safety manager at the
plant. �It�s a never-ending process. We are looking for more
ways to engage people in the process. It�s never about

achieving a goal. We care about our people not getting hurt
and going home safe every night.�

Wheelabrator Shasta
employees take safety
seriously.

Safety first
Wheelabrator Shasta receives recognition from Cal/OSHA

Steve Campbell of Wheelabrator�s Hampton, N.H.,
headquarters conducts a safety workshop for Shasta
employees.
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Take a look inside
Wheelabrator Shasta
Wheelabrator Shasta is an energy-producing facility with 50 employees. The plant burns
up to 1,950 tons per day of wood waste and forest residue in three high-pressure boilers.
The resultant heat is used to make up to 170,000 pounds of steam per hour. The steam
powers three turbines that create electricity, which is then sold to PG&E. Wheelabrator
Shasta produces more than 375 million kilowatt hours of electricity per year, enough to
power 85,000 California homes and meet all the energy needs of the plant itself.

Three steam turbines are used to produce electricity.

Above,the wood pile outside the plant is hosed down to limit
dust.At right, a worker moves around the ground wood. A truck deposits wood waste into a hopper outside the Wheelabrator Shasta plant.

Clockwise from above, Operations
Manager Bryan Booth; ground wood

arrives inside the plant; wood is 
placed into the boiler; flat-screen 

monitors in the control room 
offer several views of the plant.
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the beginning.�
As indicated in the name of the plant, Wheelabrator

Shasta, which opened in 1988, is an energy-producing
facility with 50 employees. The plant burns up to 1,950
tons per day of wood waste and forest residue in three
high-pressure boilers. The resultant heat is used to make
up to 170,000 pounds of steam per hour. The steam
powers three turbines that create electricity, which is then
sold to PG&E.

Wheelabrator Shasta produces more than 375 million
kilowatt hours of electricity per year, enough to power
85,000 California homes and meet all the energy needs of
the plant itself.

�We make energy using materials that come from the
local communities,� said Teri A. Ard, Ph.D.,
environmental health and safety manager at the plant. 

As a service to the local community, Wheelabrator
Shasta accepts wood yard waste from the general public.
Waste may be dropped off at the plant Monday-Friday
from dawn to dusk and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 

When a truck arrives at the plant with a load, it is
weighed at the scale house. It then dumps a sample so
plant staff can determine the moisture content in the
wood. The truck is parked on a hydraulic lift that raises
the front at a sharp angle so all the material is released
through the back. The waste is managed in large piles
outside the plant until it is ground and moved inside to
the boilers.

�We keep an inventory outside at all times,� said
General Manager Rod Mortensen, who added the amount

of inventory has decreased by almost half since last year
at this time, largely in response to two fires caused by
spontaneous combustion deep inside the piles.

The first blaze occurred on May 31 of last year and
burned for about five hours. Wind gusts of up to 25 mph
caused the fire to spread to three
log decks before it was
extinguished. Two weeks later, a
much smaller fire broke out and
was extinguished within two
hours.

Mortensen said wind storms
blew through area orchards in the
winter and spring of last year
causing the plant to have four
months� worth of inventory, as
opposed to the six weeks it would
normally have. The heat naturally
generated in the piles of logs and
wood chips led to the spontaneous
combustion.

�We significantly reduced our
inventory after that,� Mortensen
said. �We used to keep 130,000
tons outside; now we keep
70,000.�

The plant has installed new
equipment, including machines called dustbusters
designed to shoot out water with deodorizers while the
wood is being ground, in order to control dust and odors.
The plant also added a second person on each shift to
tend to the wood piles.

�In response to the fires and concerns expressed to us
about dust and odor, we have taken several steps to
improve our operations,� Mortensen said. �The fire issue
was caused by us having too much fuel; that�s not
something we�re going to repeat.�

The facility uses electrostatic
precipitators used to remove small
particles from the air prior to its emission
through the stack. 

Lastly, fly ash captured as part of the
combustion process is used for
agricultural purposes in Shasta and
Tehama counties. Wheelabrator Shasta
has the ash trucked to facilities where
farmers can access it. Bottom ash
removed from the boilers can be used as
a building product for projects such as
new roads.

Mortensen said the type of fuel the
plant receives has changed considerably.
�When the plant opened, it primarily
took wood from sawmills,� he said.
�Now, we get a greater variety of
material � wood chips from pulp mills,
wood waste from timber companies, old
trees from orchards and shells and nuts.
There�s been a change in the fuel mix

from timber to other sources. 
�But at the end of the day, we are still making clean,

renewable energy in a safe and environmentally sound
manner,� he added. 

Wheelabrator Shasta: producing energy for 20 years
HISTORY: from Page 1

community,� she said. �I want
people to know they can contact me
with any questions or concerns (see
box on page 1).�

A graduate of the University of
Washington, Ard earned a master�s
and a Ph.D. in chemical engineering
from Georgia Tech University. 

It�s been a smooth transition to
California for Ard, who lives in
Cottonwood.  

�I love it here,� she said. �The
weather is great.�

Part of Ard�s job is to ensure the
plant stays in compliance with all
its county, state and federal permits
with regard to emissions and water
treatment. �We are a much
regulated industry,� she said.

ARD: from Page 1

Safety of

staff is 

Ard’s 

business  

EHS Manager Teri Ard makes the rounds at the plant.

When the plant opened,
it primarily took wood 
from sawmills. Now, we 
get a greater variety of
material.There�s been a

change in the fuel mix from
timber to other sources.
But at the end of the day,
we are still making clean,

renewable energy in a safe
and environmentally 

sound manner.
Rod Mortensen, General Manager

�
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Wheelabrator Technologies Inc., the U.S.
pioneer for municipal waste-to-energy
technology, observed its 100th year of
environmental achievement and innovation in
2008 by looking forward to the next 100 years
of continued excellence and leadership.

The company�s accomplishments span a
century of establishing global standards for
design and efficiency in materials handling,
industrial foundry and castings, dust control,
worker safety, and environmental control.

�On behalf of our 100-year heritage of
excellence and innovation, this celebration
marks the beginning of an even more exciting
future for Wheelabrator,� said Mark A.
Weidman, president. �We�re deeply proud of the
inventive, landmark environmental
achievements of our predecessors and equally
enthusiastic about the potential for even more

challenging leadership and
innovation in the decades
ahead.�

Wheelabrator was
founded in 1908 as Sand
Mixing Machine
Company, which, by
1910, had evolved into
American Foundry
Equipment Company,
inventor of the American
Dust Arrestor, an industrial
fabric cleaning system for
foundry operations. In 1932, the company
introduced the airless centrifugal wheel for
efficiently cleaning industrial surfaces.

Over the next two decades, through
acquisitions and innovations, the company grew
into an environmentally focused company. By

the early 1970s, Wheelabrator
emerged as the founder of the
U.S.-based waste-to-energy
business when it opened the
industry�s first
commercially successful
facility in Saugus, Mass.

Today, wholly owned by
the largest environmental
service company in North
America, Waste

Management, Wheelabrator is a
recognized market leader in the

design, construction, and operation of waste-to-
energy and independent power plants, with 21
facilities across North America. The company
has recorded numerous industry firsts in
providing reliable and safe waste disposal, clean
energy, natural resource management and

protection, and air quality control.
Other Wheelabrator �firsts� include:

1975 � first commercially successful waste-to-
energy facility
1979 � first commercial reuse/recycling project
for waste-to-energy residue
1987 � first modern air quality control
technology for large-scale, waste-to-energy
1994 � first waste-to-energy facility with
integrated materials recovery/recycling and
carbon injection control

�The people who founded this company in
1908 and those who will lead it in the next
century will have shared the same motivations
� leading very talented people in developing
better and better technologies for industry and
the environment,� Weidman said. �We�re
extremely proud to be a part of this chain of past
and future innovation.�

Wheelabrator celebrates 100 years of business

Going green
Green may be today�s

buzzword among the
environmentally
conscious, however
sustainability is not a new
concept for Waste
Management. Year after
year, Waste Management
has found cutting-edge
ways to use trash as an
energy source. 

This message was the
theme of the keynote
address delivered by Waste
Management President and
Chief Operating Officer
Lawrence O�Donnell III at
the 20th annual
symposium of the Wildlife
Habitat Council (WHC),
held in Baltimore late last
year.

According to O�Donnell, the company�s more than 47,000
employees often express a desire to get involved in
community efforts to preserve wildlife habitat, conserve
open land and generally make the planet healthier. 

�In the late 1980s, Waste Management began working
with the Wildlife Habitat Council (WHC). Our employees
were looking to get involved and this organization helped us
do just that,� he said, noting the council has been
responsible for ensuring 2.4 million acres, most of them
owned by large U.S. corporations, remain as wildlife habitat,
conservation land, or are otherwise part of sustainability
projects. 

�We have been thinking green for a long time. So, what in
the world is a trash company doing talking about
sustainability?�

With this rhetorical question, O�Donnell
launched into a list of Waste Management�s
green initiatives, particularly its hallmark
program of 16 waste-to-energy facilities and five
independent power plants that generate electricity
for homes and businesses. 

At some facilities, such as the waste-to-energy
plant in Saugus, Mass., landfills have been
capped and transformed into scenic wildlife
habitats, complete with a visitor center and
associated education program. In Baltimore, a
riverside fish hatchery is
operated adjacent to the
company�s waste-to-energy
facility. Both projects are
evidence of the company�s
environmental commitment. 

In 2006, Waste
Management recycled enough

paper to save more than 41
million trees and generated
electricity capable of annually

powering more than one million homes.
The company�s waste-based energy
annually replaces the nation�s need for
more than 14 million barrels of oil. Its
landfills, designed with liners to prevent
leachate from entering the region�s
groundwater, provide more than 21,000
acres of WHC-certified land.

By 2020, the company expects to
double its green energy output, increase
the volume of recyclables processed from
eight million tons to more than 20
million, and boost the efficiency of its
truck fleet by 15 percent, which
simultaneously will reduce emissions. 

O�Donnell said the company also plans to quadruple the
number of acres currently set aside for conservation and
wildlife habitat. He credits the WHC for helping Waste
Management achieve its ranking. 

WHC�s programs can clearly benefit a corporation
committed to leading the way in environmental stewardship.
Since the start of their collaboration 20 years ago, the WHC
has certified 49 Waste Management sites.

�We feel like we�re making a difference. Companies are
coming to us,� said O�Donnell. �People are starting to look
at us differently.�

Waste Management executive highlights
company’s environmental initiatives

Waste Management employees Terry Beasy, left, and Darren Johnson of
Indiana enjoyed the WHC Symposium in Baltimore.

Lawrence O’Donnell III
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BY PAUL HALLORAN

Bryan Booth will tell you his title of operations
manager at Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co. is an
accurate reflection of what he does.

�I manage the operations of the plant,� said
Booth, who has been at Wheelabrator Shasta
since 1998. �I make sure we are in compliance
with safety rules, operating permits and
environmental permits, and maintaining
production. I plan and schedule repairs and
participate in making the annual budget.�

His efforts do not go unnoticed.
�One of the reasons our plant runs well is that

Booth is very experienced and very good at what
he does,� said General Manager Rod Mortensen. 

A Peoria, Ill., native, Booth originally came to
the West Coast when he joined the U.S. Navy and
spent most of his six years stationed in San
Diego. When he got out, he spent another six
years working at a wood-fired power plant in
Imperial Valley, Calif.

After operating a low-pressure gas boiler at a
steam plant in Illinois, Booth had a brief stint at  a
Wheelabrator coal-fired plant, also in Illinois. He
returned to California and became plant operator
at Wheelabrator Shasta. He went to work next

door at Wheelabrator Lassen in 2000 for about a
year, and returned to Shasta as operations
manager in 2001.

Booth said in his tenure there have been
definite improvements in the way the plant runs.  

�As new technology has become available, we
have updated our equipment and procedures, as
well as adding personnel,� said Booth.  �Even the
plant�s fuel sources � what it uses to make energy
� have changed. The fuel used to be mostly
residue from sawmills,� he said. �Now we get
very little from sawmills.�

Instead, the plant now processes a mixture of
agricultural waste, such as old trees from
orchards, shells and nuts, wood waste from
lumber companies and wood chips from pulp
mills.

Booth lives in Redding with his wife, Sherrie,
and son, Kristopher. He also has an adult
daughter, Kasie DeHart.  When he is not
overseeing the operation of Wheelabrator Shasta,
Booth likes to ride his ATV with his son and
occasionally go duck hunting. He sounds like
someone who is in the Golden State to stay.

�I�ve been back out here 11 years and like it a
lot,� he said. �This is a great place to work and
live.� Bryan Booth works at the computer in the control room.

Booth wears many hats

at Wheelabrator Shasta 
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